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“How would you archive databases for the next
60 years such that they incur no migration cost,
and they remain usable in 2080?” This was an
open challenge raised by digital preservation experts
from the Landesarchiv of Baden-Württemberg [12],
who, similar to other memory institutions (archives,
museums, libraries, etc.), have faced several challenges in archiving culturally significant, historic
data stored in digital databases since early 1960s.
On the hardware front, all current media technologies su↵er from media decay and have a limited lifetime of few decades at best. Further, current media technologies tightly couple the storage
medium, with the technology to read data o↵ the
medium. This leads to media obsolescence, where
data stored in an older medium is no longer readable by new readers. Memory institutions, in contrast, are tasked with preserving databases for much
longer duration requiring expensive, periodic data
migration. On the software front, database engines
store data in proprietary file formats that evolve
rapidly. This leads to format obsolescence, as data
archived in an engine’s native format becomes unreadable by even a newer version of the same engine.
In addition to archiving data, it is also necessary to
archive the application logic expressed in stored procedures, SQL queries, and views, as they provide the
context in which data is accessed. Unfortunately,
even SQL statement archiving is not standardized
due to deviations from ANSI/ISO SQL caused by
vendor-specific extensions [15].
These challenges are not specific to memory institutions; the growth of data fueled by AI and
BI, coupled with new compliance requirements, has
created the perfect breeding ground for long-term
archival challenges in today’s data-driven enterprises.
It is time to revisit the archival hardware–software
stack, especially given recent advances in the development of storage technologies based on novel
media. One such medium that has received a lot of
attention recently is synthetic DNA [2, 4, 7, 9, 14].
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DNA possesses several advantages over current
media. First, its theoretical density is at least eight
orders of magnitude higher than contemporary magnetic media [5]. Second, DNA is very durable and
can last millennia at ambient temperature [6]. Third,
DNA decouples the medium (biological molecules)
from read technology (sequencing). Thus, data stored
in DNA can be left untouched without migration as
it does not su↵er from media decay or obsolescence.
Designing read and write pipelines for DNA-based
database archival opens up several opportunities for
data management research. For instance, in project
OligoArchive [13], we are developing database-aware
encoding [2], decoding [10], and bootstrap [1] techniques for reliably archiving databases on DNA [11].
In addition to these challenges, several others, like
designing indexed access paths over DNA [14], exploiting rather than masking DNA errors by using it
as an approximate storage medium [8], or enabling
near-molecule computation by executing search [3]
or query [2] operations using biochemical reactions
over DNA, remain open for further research.
While DNA solves issues at the medium level, it
does not solve format obsolescence issues. Digital
preservation experts have standardized text-based,
archival file formats (SIARD [15]) and rely on exporting data out of a database into a software independent archival file to overcome format obsolescence. However, text-based archival leads to data
bloat, and tooling support is limited to a few relational databases. In contrast, the rise of opensource binary file formats like Arrow and Parquet
is a step towards eliminating format obsolescence.
But more work is required to understand their conformance to SQL and their ability to archive nonrelational data and contextual application logic.
With archival problems a↵ecting memory institutions and enterprises alike, it is time for database
vendors and researchers to tackle the Landesarchiv
challenge with solutions and standards that can make
low-cost, migration-free data archival feasible.
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